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technological and market forces affecting 

Vertical Integration In The Hog Industry 

Harlan J. Dirks and Darrell F. Fienup 

During the 1950's, considerable concern developed about vertical in
tegration in agriculture. Although much "emotionalism" now has sub
sided, integrated production and marketing systems continue to grow. 
Estimates are that 95 percent of the broilers reach consumers via inte
grated arrangements with nonfarm businesses. Turkey and egg produc
tion appear to be following the same path, and increasing numbers of 
cattle and hogs are being fed under contract and integration (figure 1). 

Vertical integration is still relatively unimportant with hogs. Never
theless, many people believe that the same integration which occurred in 
the broiler industry might extend to hogs. This speculation is based pri
marily on the following factors: 

1. Rapid technological advance. 

2. Declining importance of labor relative to capital in farming. 

3. Availability of resources from outside of agriculture. 

Midwestern farmers are concerned about this trend because hogs ac-
count for 16 percent of the cash farm income and are produced on about 
50 percent of the farms in the north-central region. However, extensive 
integration in one industry does not necessarily mean similar development 
in another-each industry is unique. 

Experience from other industries indicates that vertical integration 
often results from scientific and technological advances which encourage 
higher levels of specialization and permit new production patterns. New 
technology is always a major factor in structural changes in agriculture. 
For example, the latest trend is the gradual separation of livestock and 
poultry production from general farming. Highly specialized feeding op
erations now perform many functions once done almost exclusively on 
diversified crop and livestock farms. Specialization and integration have 
been particularly important for enterprises adaptable to mass production 
techniques common to industry.1 

Harlan J. Dirks is an assistant professor, Economics Department, South Dakota State 
University. He formerly was a research assistant, Department of Agricultural Economics, 
University of Minnesota. Darrell F. Fienup is a professor, Department of Agricultural Eco
nomics, University of Minnesota. 

1 Harold Breimyer, a USDA economist, suggests that there are three emerging econo
mies in agriculture: ( 1) production of primary products of the soil, ( 2) conversion of 
feedstuffs into livestock products, and ( 3) marketing of livestock and livestock products. 
Formerly, these functions were performed on the general farm, but technological advances 
and specialization advantages are bringing about a mutual detachment of the three phases. 
For further explanation see (10). -
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Figure l. Estimated output of livestock and poultry products produced under 
integrated or contractual arrangements with nonfarm firms. Source: ( 37). 

Several important scientinc developments, which may affect vertical 
integration in the hog industry, have occurred: continuous production 
systems with increased specialization in breeding, farrowing, and finish
ing; significant improvements in feed efficiency and meat-type hogs; con
finement production systems; Specific Pathogen Free ( SPF) herds; and 
largescale, highly mechanized hog operations. 

One important development in hog production with respect to verti
cal integration is the growth of the feeder pig industry. An estimated 15 
percent of the nation's hogs start life on one farm and are fed out on 
another as compared to only 5 percent a decade ago.2 Development of 
this segment of the swine industry is heightening concern that a relatively 
few specialized feeder pig operations may someday turn out numerous, 
uniform, disease-free pigs. Such a major development could profoundly 
affect the swine industry. 

Technological change has also affected the relationship between farm 
producers and nonfarm firms supplying production items and marketing 
services. During the past 3 decades, many functions formerly associated 
with hog production moved off the farm; they are now performed by the 
nonfarm or agribusiness sector. This change brought about a shift in "in
put mix," causing hog producers to be more dependent on nonfarm busi
nesses. 

2 Wall Street Journal, 711 W. Monroe Street, Chicago, Illinois, February 29, 1963, 
p. l. In Minnesota, a recent study showed that ll percent of Minnesota's hog producers 
sold feeder pigs in 1961. See ( 39). 
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Another important change is the movement toward largescale pro
curement with uniform specifications by food processors and retailers. 
Changes in consumer preference and advances in food merchandising 
have meant tightly defined product specifications and a system of for
ward-buying for many food products. Special merchandising and pro
curement programs are difficult for pork because of the diversity of the 
present market system and the difficulty of securing enough meat-type 
pork. Consequently, some believe that integrated systems may replace 
the present open market for hogs. 

Because of the many changes occurring in pork production and 
marketing, general farmers are concerned that the hog enterprise may 
become a highly specialized, largescale operation extensively integrated 
with nonfarm firms. Although most agricultural leaders, economists; and 
politicians desire increased efficiency in agriculture, disagreement often 
exists about how to attain this objective. 

OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 

It is not this study's purpose to determine if vertical integration is 
desirable. Rather, its principal objective is to discover whether changes 
occurring in pork production and marketing will result in a highly in
tegrated market structure for hogs. The objective can be subdivided into 
two parts: 

• To determine whether technological and market forces will cause 
the swine industry to become extensively integrated in the near future. 

• If integration is to be important, to determine the organizational 
form and direction it will take. 

PHASES OF THE STUDY 

This study is divided into two major areas. The first phase concerns 
the technological forces underlying incentives for and limitations of ver
tical integration in hogs. Technological conditions may be thought of as 
the application of scientific principles or the adoption of new and im
proved techniques that are expected to lower production costs. Techno
logical change may induce new investment, even where existing capacity 
is adequate, because new methods often increase the efficiency of the pro
duction process. 

The second phase concerns market structure aspects of vertical in
tegration. Changes and characteristics of the market which may encour-
age (or discourage) vertical integration are examined. · 

DATA 

Data and information used in this study were developed from pri
mary and secondary sources. The major sources of primary data were 
personal interviews and field surveys in a six state area-Iowa, Nebraska, 
\Visconsin, Illinois, Missouri, and Minnesota. In the combined years of 
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1959 and 1962, 105 personal interviews were made. Many of the same 
firms and individuals interviewed in 1959 were contacted again in 1962 
to determine if attitudes concerning future developments in the swine in
dustry had changed. 

Hog producers comprised the main source of primary cost data. 
Other important data sources were feed manufacturers, building and 
equipment contractors, agricultural engineers, farm management special
ists, animal scientists, and meat processors. Secondary data were obtained 
mostly from state and federal statistical reporting agencies. Current lit
erature from various experiment stations was also used. An explanation 
of cost data developed for this study can be found in the appendix. 

VERTICAL INTEGRATION DEFINED 

The term vertical integration has many meanings. Traditionally, it 
referred to interindustry mergers or vertical expansion of companies via 
direct purchase of an adjacent process. (53) The modern day concept of 
vertical integration in agriculture emphasizes coordination of the de
cision-making function of management in two or more vertically related 
processes. The key feature revolves around control or centralization of 
the decision-making process with respect to supervision, risk-bearing, and 
financing. The degrees of control and risk assumed by the integrator often 
indicate the degree of vertical integration. 

In its present day context, vertical integration is not new to agricul
ture. For example, grower-processor contracts have been used for many 
years in vegetable and fruit industries. Many food products reach the 
consumer via integrated production and marketing systems. However, 
integrated arrangements have come into prominence in livestock and 
poultry industries only in recent years. 

Vertical integration-the process of gaining control over a related 
stage of production and marketing-can be accomplished in various ways 
and in varying degrees. Three basic business arrangements involved in 
vertical integration are: 

l. Full ownership-a firm gains full control of a separate stage 
through acquisition or direct ownership of adjacent facilities. 

2. Contractual arrangement-control between firms is accomplished 
by contract but ownership does not change. 

3. Cooperative effort-individuals working together in a cooperative 
effort assume control over another stage. 

Horizontal integration means the linking together of two or more 
firms at the same stage in the production or marketing process. In other 
words, horizontal integration involves the combining of like units at the 
same stage which were previously operated as independent firms. 

Cooperative effort is an example of both horizontal and vertical in
tegration. Individuals working together in a cooperative effort pool their 
resources horizontally and then integrate vertically to enhance their com-
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petitive position. Various horizontal and vertical combinations are formed 
for integrating backward into the supply sector or forward into the mar
keting sector. 

Although the general idea of vertical integration in agriculture ap
parently is well understood, there are nearly as many formal definitions 
of vertical integration as there are authors of studies. The "definition" 
problem arises because of the many degrees of vertical integration. How
ever, some classification system is needed for studying the development 
of vertical integration within an industry. 

A case in point is the broiler industry. Vertical integration started 
in that industry with some rather loose dealer-grower contract arrange
ments. This informal contracting gradually gave way to more formalized 
contracts. Today, the typical broiler grower no longer assumes normal 
entrepreneurial risks common to agricultural producers but, in fact, is 
a wage earner. The most advanced form of vertical integration, complete 
ownership, is presently gaining in the broiler industry. (50) 

Since vertical integration via direct ownership is still unimportant 
in hog production, the main concern is classification of production and 
marketing contracts. Informal contract arrangements must be distin
guished from vertical contract integration. For this study, contracts are 
divided into two major classifications: ( 1) formal contract integration 
and ( 2) partial or informal contract integration. 

Formal Integration-Before a contractual arrangement can be con
sidered formal contract integration, evidence must exist of profit and/or 
risk sharing or of some form of joint ownership of production factors. The 
contract may be considered a formal agreement if the risk is allocated in 
a way that is different from the normal risk allocation of a typical sales 
contract. In other words, the integrator must assume at least some price 
andjor production risk in the related activity. 

Under formal contract integration, contract conditions are clearly 
defined before production and normally extend over more than one pro
duction period. Resources are often transferred between stages through 
internal administration rather than the traditional market channel. Under 
formal contracting, decisions in the adjacent sector are usually so crucial 
to the integrating firm that the integrator is willing to bear some risk 
in order to gain some control over the decision making of management. 

Partial Or Informal Integration-While this type of integration gen
erally involves some kind of contractual arrangement, the integrator will 
only seek to control one or two key managerial decisions in the related 
sector without sharing any price or production risks. 

Informal production and marketing contracts account for most in
tegrated activities in livestock production. Although these arrangements 
usually require the farmer to sign a written contract, the integrator nor
mally is restricted in his control over the enterprise; the agreement usually 
covers only one production period. Some joint control is achieved in se
lected areas of decision making under informal contracting, but the farmer 
assumes all normal entrepreneurial risks common to livestock production. 
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Technological Aspects of Swine Production 
as Related to Vertical Integration 

The rapid development and use of technology provide continuing 
forces for vertical integration in agriculture. The incentive for integration 
always increases when existing producers generally lack the capacity to 
organize and exploit new cost-reducing technology. Therefore, the initial 
force for integration in hog production relates to production costs at the 
farm level. 

SPECIALIZATION IN HOG PRODUCTION 
Integration tends to follow high levels of specialization, particularly 

when production units become large and complex. The general hypothe
sis is that vertical integration in hog production will not be important 
until: ( 1) financing requirements of the optimum size unit exceed what 
most producers can borrow on their equity position, or ( 2) managerial 
requirements exceed those available on general farms. 

The important question is what level of specialization and output 
in hogs is best. Any enterprise that becomes highly specialized may even
tually become too competitive with other enterprises to remain on the 
general farm. The cost structure of the typical commercial corn-hog 
producer, as compared to large specialized operations, is important in 
assessing future hog production trends. 

Although the basic corn-hog structure in the Midwest remains almost 
unaltered, a few largescale, highly specialized hog operations are being 
tried. The investment risk is high and managerial experience is limited. 
But confidence among these producers also runs high. As more of these 
units are organized and the technological advance 'Continues, the likeli-
hood of their success increases. \ ' 

Technological Gains 
To date, most technological gains in hog production concern the use 

of labor and capital. Declining use of labor relative to capital greatly 
increases the productive capacity of individual hog producers. The im
mediate potential for integration lies partly in the high propensity among 
hog producers to acquire the capital necessary for increasing output per 
unit of labor. Studies show that many midwestern hog farmers now handle 
only about one-third of the litters they could manage with efficient work 
methods and modern buildings and equipment. ( 19) 

The reduction in labor requirements for hogs resulted from improved 
work methods, better organization of facilities, and increased use of 
housing and mechanical equipment. Improved work methods increase 
efficiency without increasing cost. Housing and mechanical equipment 
increase unit costs unless the same amount of labor and management can 
be spread over more units of output. 
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Engineered hog systems are slowly changing hog production from a labor ex
tensive to a capital extensive enterprise. 

Courtesy of the N a:tional Hog Farmer 

Benefits from specialized and highly engineered hog units center 
around raising hogs under confinement. The small advantages from pas
ture feeding are slowly disappearing with use of intensive crop produc
tion, improved nutrition and management, and increased automation. 

Formerly, labor efficiencies gained in feed and water handling under 
confinement were lost in manure handling. New means for disposing of 
manure were important technological breakthroughs to confined feeding. 
Manure disposal in confinement systems took an average of three-quarters 
of the total labor input. But mechanical cleaners, slatted floors, and la
goons now provide efficient means of manure disposal. Because of high 
handling costs, research indicates that the most profitable practices are 
disposal of manure in a lagoon and use of commercial fertilizers on fields. 
(68) 

Economies Of Size 
Economies of size may arise in many ways. In hog production, econo

mies presumably accrue from mechanization which results either in lower 
per unit costs or greater utilization of labor and managerial talent. In 
general, economies arise by: ( 1) lowering per unit costs through utilizing 
plant and management more intensely, or ( 2) enlarging the operation 
through horizontal expansion or additional units. 

Relatively few studies have been made on economies of size in hog 
production. A Purdue University study ( 4) shows that costs decreased 
moderately up to about 50 sows and then increased. Net returns increased 
similarly up to this point. However, the study concludes that the optimum 
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Table I. Cost of producing 100 pounds ( cwt.) of pork for largescale hog 
enterprises~~> 

Number of sows 
Number of 

farms visited 

0- 49 ..... ·························· 
50- 99 .................................. . 

100-199 ............................................................................................. . 
200-399 ......................................... ··························· ·························· 
400-799 ····························· ............................................. . 
800 and over 

Average 

4 
6 
3 
2 
2 
1 

Cost per 
cwt.f 

$13.55 
14.50 
14.25 
15.40 
15.30 
15.00 

$14.65 

~~>Cost includes feed, building, equipment, labor, breeding, health, and interest on invest
ment for complete farrow-to-finish hog operation. 

f An analysis of variance showed no significant differences among means at the 5-percent 
level of significance. 

number of sows per farm may vary and that further developments in 
science and technology would likely increase this number. 

A field study was conducted in 1962 to determine if any economies 
exist in some so-called, large hog operations. Cost data were obtained by 
personal visits to hog farms located in Minnesota, Iowa, and Missouri. 
Sixteen of the 18 farms were combination corn-hog farms; the two large 
farms were specialized operations separated from corn production. Costs 
were taken from their records. These operations ranged in size from 350 
to 15,000 hogs marketed annually (see table 1). 

Although observations in this survey are limited, data apparently 
conform with findings in the Purdue study; that is, costs tend to increase 
as the number of sows per farm exceeds 50. The production cost per cwt. 
of pork for units with less than 50 sows was $13.55. On the other hand, 
the largest unit in the survey, with 1,000 sows, showed a $15 cost per cwt. 

The field data collected indicate that as units become larger, produc
tion costs tend to become more uniform. At lower levels of output, more 
variation exists in the production cost. The degree of mechanization and 
managerial ability vary considerably more for smaller than for larger 
units. Generally, as mechanization increases, the volume of output per 
man also increases. On the other hand, capital costs in large units tend to 
increase per unit production costs. 

Analysis Of Size In Hog Production 
In most farm management studies, enterprise average cost curves are 

assumed to be similar, which indicates an optimum size plant under 
existing technologies. However, because of changing technology, a wide 
variation in size and costs is observed. Reasons given for these variations 
are usually managerial capacity, capital limitations, goals, and differences 
in risk preference. However, if technology is assumed to be sufficiently 
developed to warrant increased specialization in hog production, then 
management and capital become the relevant limiting factors. 
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Managerial Restrictions-Largescale hog operations require unique 
managerial ability. Managerial proficiency with a latitude for expansion 
could be the most important limiting resource. However, largescale hog 
production under existing technology may place such great demands on 
management and make errors so costly to the entrepreneur that small 
units have an economic advantage. 

The full technical efficiency of mechanized hog production is vir
tually unknown. Studies indicate that the productive capacity of labor 
can be significantly increased by varying degrees of mechanization and 
efficiency within the system. Davis and Van Arsdall ( 19) estimate that 
the number of litters which can be produced annually per one-man 
equivalent (labor supplied by one man in a year) can be increased from 
90 with low mechanization and poor work methods to a potential of 215 
with maximum mechanization and efficient work methods (see table 2). 

From an engineering or technical view, the average cost of pro
ducing hogs could conceivably go down over a long range of output. 
However, managerial proficiency varies greatly. When managerial costs 
are incorporated into other costs, a typical U -shaped average cost curve 
is obtained from each firm. The shape and position of the average cost 
curve are functions of management and technical efficiency within op
erations. 

Limitations of management in hog production are illustrated in figure 
2 by comparing the average production costs ( APC) and average total 
cost of production (A TC). The APC curve represents the technical or 
engineering costs of combining inputs in hog production inside the 
farm gate. This curve represents the various size hog operations con
sidered optimal from the standpoint of economies of scale in physical 
production. 

The A TC curve, on the other hand, represents the total business cost 
of generating income from hogs. Total costs are related to managerial 
proficiency and the managerial talent required for a large hog enterprise. 
While high output levels and use of advanced techniques may be cost 

Table 2. Estimated productive capacity and income potential, one-man 
equivalent, under varying degrees of efficiency and mechanization* 

Low 
mechanization

poor methods 

90 

$ 34.18 

$3,076 

Capacity of one-man equivalent 

High High 
mechanization- mechanization-
average methods efficient methods 

number of litters 
125 

income over cost per litter 
165 

$ 33.12 $ 33.12 
net income produced by one-man equivalent 

$4,140 $5,465 

"' Does not include land and labor. 
Source: (19) 
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Potential 

215 

$ 31.55 

$6,783 



Unit cost 

ATC 

~ 

Level of output 

Figure 2. 
A hypothetical 
cost-volume re
lationship illus
trating the av
erage cost of 
production (AP
C) and average 
total cost (AT
C) of producing 
hogs. 

reducing, they may also require a high level of managerial talent. For 
example, the broiler industry has solved enough technical production 
problems to be able to separate management from labor over a wide 
range of output without sustaining efficiency losses. Because higher levels 
of skills are needed for hogs than for broilers, the supervisory capacity 
of management may be more limited. 

Capital Restrictions-Although management appears to be the most 
relevant limiting factor to specialization in hogs, capital may limit ex
pansion and, therefore, prevent attainment of an optimum size hog unit. 
Capital makes possible greater mechanization which is essential to higher 
levels of specialization. Mechanization allows for increased systemization 
within the producing unit. It enables the operator to expand output per 
unit of labor by transferring some operations to machines. Normally, 
entrepreneurs want to adopt new technology and expand output so long 
as gross income increases more than costs. Integration may provide one 
means of acquiring and adopting new techniques, particularly if regular 
credit is difficult to obtain. 

Building contractors, equipment manufacturers, and other input sup
pliers often develop engineered hog systems faster than local credit 
agencies will accept them. Although many bankers and local credit agen
cies recognize the changing credit needs of modern agriculture, a high 
capital risk is involved in financing early innovators. Capital raticning by 
existing credit agencies prompts many suppliers to extend their own finan
cial assistance. In such cases, the supplier may become a business partner 
with the hog producer. The integrator may want to share certain man-
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Many innovations such as farrowing stalls do not require large capital outlays 
for their use. 

agerial decisions in order to insure satisfactory performance of the opera
tion. 

Cost Of Production Under Different Systems 

When selecting a production system, the important question is what 
degree of mechanization and specialization is best. Each entrepreneur 
generally has a certain bundle of resources available to him from which 
he desires to get maximum returns. Producers with surplus labor and a 
capital shortage normally attempt to market as much labor as possible. 
On the other hand, livestock producers with access to capital may want 
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Table 3. Hog production costs under average farm conditions for a 
complete enterprise 

Item 
Cost per cwt. of 
hogs produced 

Capital costs: 
Buildings and equipment 
Interest ................... . 

Labor ( $1.50 per hour) 
Power 
Health ... 
Breeding ............................................................................................................ . 
Feed" ............................ . 

Total costs ..................................... . 

Summary of costs and receipts 

$ 0.79 
0.22 
2.70 
0.11 
0.70 
0.11 

10.10 

$14.73 

(one-man equivalent operations, 100 litters per year) 
Total receipts ................................... ...... .. . $23,814 
Total costs ............................ $21,653 
Net returns .... ............................. $ 2,161 
Labor income .............. .................... ......... $ 5,911 
Net return on investment . .. . 9.2 percent 

"Feed prices used: corn $1.05 and protein $5 per cwt. 
Source: (49). 

to extend their operations by increasing the number of hogs produced 
per unit of labor. The objective of this phase of the study is to determine 
how much income might be influenced by more intensive production 
systems compared to more conventional systems. 

Average Farm Conditions-In order to get a benchmark for studying 
advantages of increased specialization in hog production, certain basic 
production costs must be established. On the basis of farm management 
studies, University of Minnesota economists ( 22) estimate the cost of pro
ducing 100 pounds of pork under normal farm conditions at about $14.73 
(see table 3). This amount is for a complete hog operation where pigs are 
farrowed and finished on the same farm and the level of mechanization 
is relatively low. This cost estimate includes labor costs, sow costs, and 
replacement gilts needed for maintaining the enterprise. 

Using the system described above, a one-man equivalent could far
row and finish about 100 litters per year. So one man working with hogs 
full time could raise and market about 700 hogs annually. Assuming a net 
selling price of $16.20 per cwt.,3 annual net return for the enterprise is 
$2,161, or an estimated labor income of $5,911 per year. Since there is a 
relatively low investment in facilities, the net return on investment after 
all expenses including operator wages and a market rate of interest on 
capital is 9.2 percent.4 In this case, the operator mainly sells labor be
cause only a small capital investment is involved (see table 3). 

3 For an explanation of net selling price, see appendix. 
• For an explanation of net returns on investment, see appendix. 
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Specialized Production Systems-Using the cost estimate for the 
average farm as a guide, the cost of production and returns on investment 
under higher levels of mechanization and intensification can be consid
ered. Before moving to increased mechanization and a confinement sys
tem for hogs, a larger than average production unit is needed. Most hog 
producers interviewed agreed that an increase in volume and the use of 
multiple farrowing are almost essential in mechanized systems for maxi
mum use of facilities, labor, and management. 

In this analysis, costs and returns for two different levels of special
ization are studied. A system of partial budgeting was used to determine 
costs and returns. Although budget figures may appear somewhat syn
thetic, actual case studies and research results were used to verify them. 
For an explanation of the costs used, see appendix tables A-1, A-2, A-3, 
and A-4. 

Costs for each system are broken down into three categories: ( 1 ) 
capital requirements, ( 2) capital costs on an annual basis, and ( 3) cur
rent operating expenses. Because the larger unit is separate from corn 
production, an additional 10 cents a bushel are added to the corn price 
for handling and transportation. 

Level of management is assumed to be approximately the same for 
both units.5 Each has a high degree of mechanization including automatic 
feeding and watering and partially slatted floors and lagoons for manure 
disposal. Building space includes provisions for preparation and storage 
of feed; space for farrowing, starting, growing, and finishing of hogs; and 
housing for the sow herd. To get maximum use of facilities, each unit is 
programmed for 12 farrowings per year. 

One-man equivalent operations-The first system analyzed is a 
one-man equivalent, owner-manager operation. Although this 
unit involves a high degree of specialization and intensification, 
it is still considered part of a corn-hog farm. The total output is 
estimated to be 215 litters or 1,500 hogs marketed per year. The 
manager, working only with hogs, can provide all labor inputs 
needed for the hog operation. However, under normal conditions, 
some labor inputs are furnished by family or hired labor. The im
portant aspect of this operation is the close tie between manage
ment, labor, and capital, as well as crop and hog production. 

Total capital required for this hog operation is $69,500 of which 
$48,500 are for buildings and equipment and $21,000 for working 
capital. Some equipment costs for this system are taken as a 
prorated share of equipment currently used on the farm. The cost 
to produce 100 pounds of pork in this operation is estimated at 
$14.78. Assuming the average net selling price of hogs to be 
$16.20 per cwt., the net return for the enterprise is $4,470 per 

5 Level of management refers here to the level of enterprise performance with respect 
to feed efficiency and the number of pigs sold annually per sow. For a detailed explanation 
of feed requirements, see appendix table A-1. It is assumed that each unit markets 14 pigs 
per sow annually at the same weight ( 210-pound average) and grade. 
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year. In terms of labor income, the hog enterprise returns an es
timated $8,220 per year. The net return on investment after pay
ing all costs, including a wage for the operator and a market rate 
of interest on capital used, is estimated at 6.4 percent (table 4). 

Mechanized hog operations as small as half-man equivalent size 
appear possible with little loss in efficiency, particularly if existing 
facilities are converted and modernized. A minimum size unit of 
between 600 and 800 hogs marketed annually is almost essential 
for getting optimum use of labor and facilities. ( 66) 

Largescale operation-The larger of the two systems budgeted 
is a highly specialized operation producing 10,000 hogs annually. 
The purpose of this analysis is to determine if there are economies 
in largescale units-those with capital and managerial require
ments beyond that which most hog farmers can provide. 

Table 4. Estimated capital requirements, operating costs, and returns for 
a one-man equivalent operation marketing 1,500 hogs annually 

CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS" 
Buildings and equipment . 
Working capital 

Total capital required 

ANNUAL CAPITAL COSTS 
Buildings and equipment ( 15 percent per year for depreciation, 

taxes, insurance, repairs, obsolescence, and. interest) 
Interest (working capital, $21,000 at 6 percent) 

Total. annual capital cost . 

COST 
$48,500 

21,000 
---
$69,500 

ANNUAL 
COST 

$ 7,275 
1,260 

$ 8,460 

ANNUAL COST PER CWT. OF 
ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS COST HOGS PRODUCED 
Capital costs: 

Buildings and equipment 
Interest on working capital 

Labor (one man, 2,500 hours at $1.50 per 
hour) 

Power and utilities 
Breeding .. 
Health 
Feed costs 

Total operating costs . 

$ 7,275 
1,260 

3,750 
1,200 

375 
2,400 

30,300 

$46,560 

SUMMARY OF COSTS AND RECEIPTS 
Total receipts . .. $51,030 
Total costs $46,560 
Net returns $ 4,470 
Labor income $ 8,220 
Net return on investment . . 6.4 percent 

" For details, see appendix table A-2. 
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$ 2.31 
0.40 

1.19 
0.38 
0.12 
0.76 
9J}2 

$14.78 



Table 5. Estimated capital requirements, operating costs, and returns for 
a largescale hog operation marketing 10,000 hogs annually 

CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS" 
Buildings and equipment ...................................... . 
Working capital ........................ . 

Total capital required ............................................................................ . 

ANNUAL CAPITAL COSTS 

COST 
$293,250 

164,000 
$457,250 

ANNUAL 
COST 

Buildings and equipment ( 15 percent per year for depreciation, 
$43,988 

9,840 
taxes, insurance, repairs, obsolescence, and interest) ................. . 

Interest on investment (working capital, $164,000 at 6 percent) 
Total annual capital cost ...... . $53,828 

ANNUAL COST PER CWT. OF 
ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS 
Capital costs: 

COST HOGS PRODUCED 

Buildings and equipment ..... 
Interest on working capital 

Labor and management: 
Manager ........................................ . 
Two herdsmen at $4,500 ..... . 
Three workers at $3,750 ..... . 
Bookkeeper ( part time ) ........ . 
Total ................................................. . 

Power and utilities ................................ . 
Breeding 
Health ... H • •• • H •••••••••••••••••• 

Feed costs ............................................ H •• H. 

Total operating costs .. 

$ 8,500 
9,000 

11,250 
1,250 

$ 43,988 
9,840 

30,000 
7,500 
2,500 

16,000 
214,200 

$324,028 

SUMMARY OF COSTS AND RECEIPTS 
Total receipts ............................................. H. $340,200 
Total costs . ..................................................... $324,028 
Net returns ........................................................ HH.. $ 16,172 
Net return on investment ......................... 3.5 percent 

" For details, see appendix table A-3. 

$ 2.10 
0.47 

1.43 
0.36 
0.12 
0.76 

10.20 
$15.44 

This unit involves a complete separation of functions; ownership 
(capital) is separated from management and management is 
separated from labor. The system provides full-time employment 
for a manager and five men. This operation is independent of 
corn production; all equipment is specialized to the extent that 
no alternative uses exist for the various machines. 

Total capital requirements of this unit are estimated to be 
$457,250, including $293,250 for buildings and equipment and 
$164,000 for working capital. The cost to produce 100 pounds of 
pork is estimated at $15.44. Assuming the average net selling price 
of hogs to be $16.20 per cwt., the net return for the operation is 
$16,172 per year. Net return on investment after paying all ex
penses, including the cost of hired labor and management and a 
market rate of interest on capital, is 3.5 percent (see table 5). 
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Summary Of Costs And Returns-From the standpoint of returns on 
investment and cost of production, the two smaller com-hog units have 
lower costs and higher returns to capital than the larger unit. According 
to this analysis, returns to the largest unit might present something less 
than an attractive investment to capital interests, particularly when risk 
of disease losses and management problems are considered. 6 In addition 
to problems directly related to management, the problem of price and 
income stability also exists. 

A comparison of the average annual price of hogs, based on prices 
received by Minnesota farmers for 10 years ( 1955-64), and the cost of 
producing 100 pounds of pork in the two systems budgeted is shown in 
figure 3. Note that the price of hogs dropped below the cost of production 
in 6 out of the 10 years for the larger of the two operations. 

The management necessary for meeting all problems associated with 
largescale hog production could take nearly all of the possible profit. 
Owners of largescale operations who were visited invariably agreed 
that labor and management problems intensify as operation size increases. 
As one largescale operator said: "An owner watches every corner and he 
usually does a better job. To get good men you must pay them high wages 
or give them a bonus, with no assurance of performance. If you pay out 
too much in wages, there's no profit in it." 

INTRAPROCESS SPECIALIZATION 

In the past few years, there has been a trend toward intraprocess 
specialization in hog production. The split between farrowing and finish-
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Figure 3. Average price of hogs received by Minnesota farmers, 1955-64, com
pared to production costs for two different systems. Source: ( 40). 

• Russ Price, economic analyst, Consumers Cooperative Association, Kansas City, stated 
in an interview, "We shoot for 22 percent return on investment for expansion or new con
struction. I feel that most feed manufacturers will explore other possibilities before going 
into hogs." 0 
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Feeder pig production is a major enterprise for some midwestern farmers. 

Courtesy of the Wisconsin Feeder Association 

ing will probably continue. This premise is built on the ideas that: ( 1) the 
least-cost combination is achieved through specialization and ( 2) a one
man, corn-hog complex cannot achieve perfect specialization in all activi
ties. 

Feeder Pig Production 
The feeder pig industry grew rapidly in the past 10 years; this growth 

has some significant overtones regarding this study. Feeder pigs are now 
available in relatively large numbers. With continued growth, intra
process specialization might someday be as important in swine production 
as it now is in beef cattle or poultry. 

The most plausible explanation for growth in the feeder pig industry 
revolves around the division of labor coupled with advantages of inter
regional specialization. According to the economic principle of compara
tive advantage: where there is a feed shortage but labor surplus, spe
cialized feeder pig production may be most profitable. On the other hand, 
where there is an abundant feed supply but little extra labor, most profit 
may result from specializing in growing and finishing. 

Management and disease problems now appear to be the major 
limiting factors to intensified feeder pig production. Some largescale 
feeder pig operations were started several years ago, but virtually all 
failed because of disease. Disease problems at this stage tend to multiply 
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faster than operation size. Then, too, progress in mechanization and auto
mation at the farrowing stage has been much slower than in other produc
tion phases. Producing feeder pigs still tends to be more of an art than 
a science. Because of many unsolved technical problems, the separation of 
management and labor will likely come slowly in feeder pig production. 

Although the typical feeder pig producer today has a relatively small 
operation, the industry is attracting specialists who turn out a large vol
ume of feeder pigs.7 Under present levels of technology, the upper limit 
in size for feeder pig production may be limited to the owner-labor size 
unit or, in some cases, an owner-manager arrangement. Managerial skills 
and close supervision are critical to the operation's success. Some rela
tively efficient one-man equivalent feeder pig operations appear possible. 
One man working full time with hogs, in a highly automated farrowing 
and starting unit, could produce and sell an estimated 3,000 feeder pigs 
annually. 8 

A one-man equivalent feeder pig operation was budgeted. Capital 
requirements for a modern multiple farrowing unit, large enough to pro
duce and start 3,000 feeder pigs annuaUy, are estimated to be $63,000. 
This amount includes $42,000 for buildings and equipment and $21,000 
for operating capital. Enough building space is provided for farrowing 
and starting baby pigs ( 12 farrowings per year), housing sows, feed 
preparation and storage, and automatic water and feeding equipment. 

The average cost of producing a 40-pound feeder pig in this opera
tion is estimated at $11.72. Annual costs of the entire operation are 
$35,160. Assuming a net selling price of $13 per head, net returns for the 
enterprise are $3,840 per year.9 The labor income is $7,590 per year. Net 
returns on investment after paying all expenses, including a wage for 
the operator and a market rate of interest on capital, is estimated to be 
6.1 percent (see table 6). 

On the basis of costs and returns developed in this study, the most 
profitable one-man equivalent hog operation is the farrow and finish op
eration rather than the specialized feeder pig operation. This finding 
suggests that specialization in feeder pig production is preferable to a 
complete hog operation only where feed grain is in short supply or where 
the entrepreneur's goals are other than profit maximization. 

Finishing Operations 

Problems in handling feeder pigs past 40 pounds are not nearly so 
acute as when they are below 40 pounds. Management requirements are 
lower and the feeding operation can be highly automated. The real diffi
culty of resource concentration at the finishing stage is related to securing 

7 The average number of sows kept per farm by members of the \'lisconsin Feeder Pig 
Association was seven in 1962. 

8 This number, estimated by T. E. Hazen, agricultural engineer, Iowa State University, 
was observed in two actual operations. 

9 The $13 figure is the calculated price of 40-pound feeder pigs when the market price 
of barrows and gilts is between $16 and $16.50 (see table 8). 
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Table 6. Estimated capital requirements, operating costs, and returns for 
a one-man equivalent feeder pig operation selling 3,000 feeder pigs 

annually 

CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS" 
Buildings and equipment . .................... . ................................. . 

COST 
$42,000 

21,000 Working capital .................. . ........................................ . 

Total capital required 

ANNUAL CAPITAL COSTS 

$63,000 

ANNUAL 
COST 

Buildings and equipment ( 15 percent per year for depreciation, 
taxes, insurance, repairs, obsolescence, and interest) ... $ 6,300 

1,260 Interest (working capital, $21,000 at 6 percent) ........ . 

Total annual capital cost ..... $ 7,560 

ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS 
Capital costs: 

ANNUAL 
COST 

COST PER PIG 
RAISED 

Buildings and equipment ................................ . 
Interest on working capital ............................. . 

Labor (one man, 2,500 hours at $1.50 per 
hour) ............................................................................... . 

Power and utilities .......................................................... .. 
Breeding ...................................................................................... . 
Health ............................................................................................ . 
Feed costs ................................................................................ . 

Total operating costs ........................................ .. 

$ 6,300 
1,260 

3,750 
1,2()0 

750 
3,000 

18,900 

$35,160 

SUMMARY OF COSTS AND RECEIPTS 
Total receipts ............................................................... $39,000 
Total costs ..................................................................... $35,160 
Net returns .................................................................. $ 3,840 
Labor income ............................................................ $ 7,590 
Net return on investment ........................... 6.1 percent 

" For details, see appendix table A-4. 

$ 2.10 
0.42 

1.25 
0.40 
0.25 
1.00 
6.30 

$11.72 

an adequate supply of good feeder pigs and carrying the price risk in both 
the feeder pig and finished hog markets. 

Costs and returns from a specialized finishing operation are difficult 
to budget because obtainable feeder pigs vary greatly in quality, cost, 
and thriftiness. However, all hog producers interviewed agreed that better 
means are needed for coordinating farrowing and finishing operations 
before specialized, largescale finishing operations can become wide
spread. They also agreed that, under present conditions, the largescale 
producer should probably produce his own feeder pigs. 

Feeder Pig Contracts 
Many people felt that extensive integration in hogs would begin 

when feeder pigs were first merchandised on a volume basis. Integration 
in the broiler industry started from a similar split between breeding 
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flocks and the finishing operation. Nevertheless, only a limited amount 
of such integration has developed. 

Original thinking was that feed manufacturers would put out groups 
of feeder pigs along with feed under various feeder contracts. For ex
ample, one feed firm offers a feeder contract to a selected group of 
farmers, each of whom signs a 3-year contract to finish 1,000 feeder pigs 
three times a year. The feed company furnishes pigs, feed, and medica
tion while the farmer furnishes housing, equipment, and labor. The 
farmer gets the feeder pigs at 40 pounds and feeds to about 205 pounds. 
He receives 2 cents per pound of gain. So, for 165 pounds of gain, he 
receives $3.30. Although farmers under the program must have certain 
minimum buildings, they usually get financing easily from local bankers 
upon receipt of a 3-year contract. ( 43) 

An economic analysis reveals that the contract may not be very profit
able to either party, particularly if the farmer must provide modern finish
ing facilities. Net returns to the farmer are a function of the capital in
vested in buildings and equipment. However, total income from feeding 
hogs is $9,900 per year if the unit operates at full capacity for the entire 
year. 

The feed manufacturer's profit or loss is more difficult to calculate 
(see table 7). In this example, 40-pound feeder pigs are assumed to cost 
$14 each delivered to the farm. Feed costs include preparing the feed at 
the mill and hauling it to the farm. In this case, the feed manufacturer 
has to receive an estimated net market price of $16.70 per cwt. for the 
hogs on the farm just to break even (see table 7). 

Although feed manufacturers have had a strong incentive to inte
grate toward production in many enterprises in order to achieve a uni
form flow of feed output, they have not done so to any extent with hogs. 
The absence of economic profits under existing conditions is perhaps the 
most logical explanation why they have not. By the time the feed manu
facturer purchases feed grain, prepares rations, transports them back to 

Table 7. Estimated cost to feed manufacturer per hog finished under 
feeder contract 

Item 

Feed costs" 
Health 
Interest 
Feeding costs (farmer) t 
Cost of 40-pound feeder pigl . 

Total cost ... 
34.20 --;-- 205 = $16.68 ( breakeven price) 

Cost per hog finished, 
40 to 205 pounds 

$15.35 
0.85 
0.70 
3.30 

14.00 

$34.20 

" Feed costs were taken from an actual operation where hogs were fed under this type of 
program. 

f Labor costs were calculated at 2 cents per pound of gain ( 0.02 x 165 pounds = $3.30) 
t Estimated price of feeder pigs delivered to the farm. 
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the farm, and adds administrative, labor, and other overhead costs, he 
cannot realize a profit even with good feed conversion efficiency. The 
combination corn-hog farmer has an advantage since most feed and other 
inputs are on his farm. 

Managers of one large midwestern feeder pig cooperative were inter
viewed regarding the outlet for feeder pigs. 10 Their typical sales were 
made on a regular basis directly to farmers seeking a market for surplus 
feed grain and labor. They reported few sales to nonfarm groups and 
practically no repeat sales to them on a regular basis. 

Lack Of Coordination 

Lack of coordination exists between feeder pig producers and grow
ing and finishing operations. Achieving joint equilibrium in these two 
segregated processes through normal marketing channels results in mis
allocation of resources. The economic feasibility of increased resource 
concentration at the growing and finishing stage is lagging behind the 
technical feasibility of finishing feeder pigs on a volume basis. Less than 
optimal size finishing operations stem primarily from: ( 1) price and 
quality uncertainties and ( 2) problems associated with concentrating 
many feeder pigs from several different sources under open market con
ditions. 

Better coordination of the two processes could be achieved with 
contractual agreements. A profit-sharing arrangement between feeder pig 
producers and finishers was tried on a limited basis. The feeder pig pro-

Table 8. Profit-sharing contract plan for a feeder pig producer and a 
finishing operation~:> 

Quoted market price of finished 
hog at designated point 

$12.50 and under . 
12.55 to 13.00 
13.05 to 13.50 
13.55 to 14.00 
14.05 to 14.50 
14.55 to 15.00 
15.05 to 15.50 
15.55 to 16.00 
16.05 to 16.50 
16.55 to 17.00 
17.05 to 17.50 
17.55 to 18.00 
18.05 to 18.50 
18.55 to 19.00 
19.05 and over 

Value of 40-pound feeder pig 

$ 9.00 
9.50 

10.00 
10.50 
11.00 
11.50 
12.00 
12.50 
13.00 
13.50 
14.00 
14.50 
15.00 
15.50 
16.00 

" This program was developed and used by a midwestern company to coordinate feeder 
pig production with finishing operations. 

10 Personal interview with personnel of the 'Nisconsin Feeder Pig Association, Frmicis 
Creek, vVisconsin, May 29, 1962. 
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ducer agreed to supply a specified number and quality of feeder pigs to 
the finishing operation on a contract basis. The price of feeder pigs was 
based on a formula or a percentage of the final market price of the 
finished hogs. Feeder pig producers were usually paid $9 per feeder pig 
at delivery time and the balance when the market price of the finished 
hogs was established. The basic plan is shown in table 8. 

Contract marketing arrangements of this type could increase resource 
concentration at both feeder pig and finishing stages. The feeder pig 
producer could hope to gain from sharing in higher profit prospects by 
supplying thrifty, high quality feeder pigs. The finisher could gain from 
having a constant supply of uniform, high quality feeder pigs. Transfer 
costs between the two activities could be minimized. In general, produc
tive resources could be allocated more rationally if some uncertainty 
inherent in the present market system is removed. 

The final degree of separation between farrowing and finishing proc
esses will depend on the profitability of splitting the two operations. 
Future largescale finishing operations may seek dependable sources of 
feeder pigs by integrating with several feeder pig producers. The two 
operations could be linked together on a profit-sharing basis. Or, if hog 
prices become more stable than at present, the two groups could negoti
ate for an annual contract price for feeders. 

Corn-Hog Split 
Regional production shifts are often associated with vertical integra

tion. For example, the broiler industry is less oriented to consumption 
and feed production since becoming extensively integrated. However, hog 

Figure 4. Percentage distribution of U. S. hog production by regions for 1954, 
1959, and 1964. Source: USDA statistical publications. 
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Figure 5. Transportation model showing cost of transporting feed grains and 
corresponding increase in feed cost per 100 pounds of pork produced. Source: 
Minnesota Railroad and Ware house Commission. 

production is not moving out of the Corn Belt (see figure 4). Feed is 
still apparently too big a factor for a shift from feed production to occur. 

While most people interviewed predicted no important split be
tween corn and hog production, some hog producers foresaw the possi
bility of a gradual managerial and labor separation in corn and hog pro
duction. The general feeling was that hogs would remain on combination 
farms but labor needs would become more independent of feed produc
tion. The hog operation would be operated more as a separate entity. 
This separation would be particularly important on farms where poten
tial expansion in hog production is disproportionately greater than ex
pansion in feed production. 

Transportation costs for feed grain are a substantial barrier to Ioca
tional shifts in hog production. For each additional 5 cents that it costs 
to transport 100 pounds of feed grain, feed costs per cwt. of gain increase 
by 17:f cents; it takes approximately 350 pounds of feed grain to produce 
100 pounds of pork. For example, if it costs 20 cents to transport 100 
pounds of corn 200 miles, feed costs per cwt. of gain increase by 70 cents 
(figure 5). The distance that feed grains can be transported depends on 
economies resulting from specialization or changing the production area. 

Economies associated with handling feed grain on the farm also en
courage combination corn-hog farms. For example, soft corn, an often 
reoccurring problem in the Corn Belt, can be handled and fed most 
efficiently on the farm where it is produced. Hogs are efficient convertors 
of low quality feed grains into a marketable product. 

Combination farmers are also encouraged by the difference in techno
logical advances among crop and livestock enterprises. Efficiency gains 
have been greater in crop production. Although farm size is increasing, 
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Figure 6. Percent of man hours spent on feed crops and meat animal produc
tion, 1910-62. Source: (54). 

labor requirements for crop production are decreasing. Due to increased 
mechanization, many farmers now have more surplus labor during the 
cropping season than they did formerly. So year-round hog production 
is now more compatable on many farms than it was 20 years ago (see 
figure 6) .11 

Actual input-output studies fail to show advantages of a corn-hog 
split. For example, a recent farm management study ( 23) shows that re
turns on labor for corn are greater than for other enterprises. The study 
suggests that labor would likely be allocated to crop production first, with 
the residual going to livestock production. A general complex of enter
prises associated with corn production appears to be the most profitable 
system on most farms. The study also points out that highly specialized 
hog operations are not likely, in terms of profits, to displace more gen
eral management systems. 

TECHNOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS TO LARGESCALE 
HOG PRODUCTION 

Although Inany technological gains have been made in hog produc
tion, management is still the major limiting factor. The ultimate potential 
for specialization and largescale hog production may not be as great as 
in other industries. While technical problems unique to hog production 

n Between 1945-62, production per man hour in feed grain production increased 425 
percent. During the same period, production per man hour in meat animal production in
creased only 43 percent. See (54). 
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may not necessarily prevent integrated activities, they could delay, limit, 
or alter the degree and type of integration taking place. 

Present management problems in swine production are concentrated 
at the breeding and farrowing stages. Important gains in these areas 
probably will be slow. Success with sows and litters requires a high level 
of management or "the eye of the master." The incubator and the nature 
of the reproductive process for poultry probably allows more specializa
tion and flexibility in the poultry industry than in hog production. 

At the same time, gains in labor and feed conversion efficiency have 
been greater for poultry than for meat animals in general. Output per 
man hour in meat animal production increased only 43 percent between 
1945-62, as compared to 275 percent for poultry. Feed conversion effi
ciency gains have been about 50 percent greater for broilers than for hogs 
over the same period. (54) 

One important technological gap for largescale hog production is 
treatment of disease problems. AU. S. Department of Agriculture study 
( 45) estimates that swine losses attributable to diseases equal $500 mil
lion per year. Economic losses from disease are not restricted to death 
alone but also to reduced feed efficiency and cost of medication. 

The latest technological advance in disease control is the SPF hog. 
A special hysterectomy technique used in delivering SPF pigs breaks the 
cycle for certain diseases such as atrophic rhinitis and virus pig pneu
monia. Although the SPF program could be an important start toward 
disease control, little is known about its full economic potential.12 

In the past, progress in improving breeding stock was accomplished 
by selection and natural breeding. Perfection of artificial insemination 
could greatly accelerate this program; researchers believe that artificial 
insemination in hogs will be forthcoming. ( 48) 

Perfection of artificial insemination could greatly change the indus
try. It would mean increased use of superior boars and, therefore, prog
ress toward quality control and product standardization. Breeding sows 
artificially would reduce certain contact diseases. Artificial insemination 
could affect the industry's technical and market structure, particularly 
from the standpoint of merchandising quality pork on a volume basis. 

Significant technological gains have been made in hog production. 
Nevertheless, assembly line production or pork factories probably will 
not be important without improved means for: ( 1) controlling diseases, 
( 2) synchronizing the estrous cycle and using artificial insemination, 
( 3) mechanizing farrowing and starting processes, and ( 4) increasing 
the number of pigs sold annually per sow. 

But even with these developments, integration would not necessarily 
become important unless adoption of innovations requires unique man
agerial skills and high capital-using techniques-until hog production can 
be classified as a science and operations can be entrusted to hired labor. 

J.2 Robert R. Burr and Charles Beer ( 12) found that SPF hogs may have some ad
vantages. But, farmers who have no hog disease problems and follow good management 
practices may find no increase in profits from using SPF breeding stock. -
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Market Forces Affecting Vertical 

Integration in Hogs 

In the past 3 decades, the market structure of the livestock and meat 
economy has changed greatly. The most significant changes taking place 
are: 

e Growing capacity and increased competition for sales among farm 
input suppliers. 

e Growing size and purchasing power of retail chains. 

e Decentralization in livestock marketing and processing. 

• Development of cooperatives and bargaining associations to im
prove producer bargaining power. 

This chapter analyzes these changes as they relate to vertical integra
tion in hogs. Structural elements used for examining motivational forces 
underlying integrated activities are: ( 1) number of buyers and sellers 
in the market (concentration), ( 2) degree of product and/ or service 
differentiation, and ( :3) conditions of exit and entry. 

Specialization and technological developments are causing major 
market structure changes in the swine industry. Many diverse elements 
make up the complex whole in pork production and marketing (see figure 
7). While specialization may increase efficiency, it also changes the in
terdependence among firms and adds to the difficulty of coordinating 
various vertically related processes. Therefore, the incentive for integra-
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Figure 7. Flow chart showing the vertically related processes in the swine 
industry complex. 
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Figure 8. Annual production of U. S. feed manufacturing industry, 1948-63. 
Source: American Feed Manufacturing Association Reporting Service, Market 
Research Department, Chicago, Illinois. 

tion is stronger in the marketing sector of the hog-pork industry than 
in the production sector. 

FORWARD INTEGRATION BY SUPPLIERS 

Agricultural marketing and supply firms are constantly searching for 
programs that will give them a market advantage. Such action tends to 
favor vertical integration in agriculture. Firms supplying inputs used in 
agricultural production integrate forward to gain advantages in selling 
their products; processors and distributors generally integrate backwards 
to gain advantages in supply procurement. The incentive to integrate 
varies by commodities and production areas. ( 37) 

Because of the industry's tremendous productive capacity, the great
est pressure for integration comes from firms supplying agricultural in
puts. All suppliers are under pressure to integrate toward production, 
particularly the feed industry in livestock and poultry production. Feed 
companies originally became interested in integration to expand sales. 
They had excess capacity and needed increased volume to reduce costs. 
Growth in the feed industry between 1948-63 is shown in figure 8. 

The three main areas in which feed firms can reduce costs are: ( 1) 
buying inputs, ( 2) manufacturing, and ( 3) selling outputs. Most feed 
manufacturers accomplish the first two but encounter difficulties in bal
ancing sales with optimal purchasing and manufacturing levels. 

To alleviate the excess capacity problem, some feed manufacturers 
integrate directly into livestock and poultry production. Practically all 
sell feed on contract. Where feasible, direct integration is preferred be
cause it provides a captive outlet and reduces selling costs. However, due 
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to the large investment, high risk, and low returns of direct integration in 
hogs, most feed manufacturers rely heavily on contract sales programs. 
Sales and production contracts not only increase volume for many feed 
firms, but also increase manufacturing efficiency by allowing an effective 
production and distribution system. 

Market Structure Of The Feed Industry 

Although there are many feed manufacturers in total, the industry's 
structure does not conform to a competitive industry. The industry has 
some oligopolistic characteristics, particularly at the local market where 
hog producers generally can choose from only a few feed brands. In this 
market, actions of any one firm greatly affect sales of other firms, thereby 
causing high interdependence. 

Rivalrous activities in feed sales directly relate to the excess capacity 
problem in feed manufacturing. And excess capacity and the need to 
expand sales are just as important to small local feed manufacturers as 
to large ones. To compete in local markets and to reduce costs, large feed 
manufacturers are moving into direct retail selling. 

Rivalry among feed manufacturers can be expressed by: ( 1) price 
competition, and ( 2) product and/ or service differentiation (non price 
competition). Differentiating a feed on a product basis is becoming in
creasingly difficult. Experiment stations release too much information for 
any one firm to have an advantage for long in feed formulation. Feed 
manufacturers interviewed agreed that differentiating feeds through 
brand name advertisement and formula changes alone is losing ground 
as a means of establishing consumer loyalty. 

Price cutting is not a satisfactory solution either. It leads to price 
wars and, in the longrun, to reduced profits for all. Feed firms in this 
market structure generally prefer competitive means other than price 
alone-one means is vertical integration. In many respects, use of con
tracts is a sales innovation used to give the individual firm a market ad
vantage or to enhance its competitive sales position. 

To circumvent the problem of price competition, feed manufactur
ers have a variety of sales techniques. Some offer package programs in
cluding credit for feed and other supplies, services, and technical advice. 
Some feed dealers are able to sell feed and other supplies under contract 
at full retail prices by offering a minimum of fringe benefits. ( 21) 

Currently, feed manufacturers and other suppliers for hogs use three 
basic sales and production contracts: ( 1) feeder pig contracts, ( 2) breed
ing stock and building and equipment leasing contracts, and ( 3) contract 
financing. The first two contracts are relatively formalized agreements; 
the latter is a "weak" form of integration. 

Feeder pig contracts are perhaps the most formal contracts now used 
in hog production. Under this contract the feed manufacturer essentially 
hires a farmer to finish feeder pigs. By supplying most inputs and assum
ing virtually all price and production risks, the integrator can almost 
completely control the hog operation. Transfer costs between certain pro-
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duction stages are minimized because resources are transferred through 
internal administration rather than the open market. However, this type 
of vertical integration has been limited by the lack of a constant supply 
of good feeder pigs at reasonable prices. 

The other kind of formal contract is the leasing contract. These 
contracts began with leasing bred sows that were suppose to help farm
ers establish good strains of meat-type hogs. But recent contracts cover 
buildings, equipment, and other production items. Some contracts have 
comparatively rigid provisions for both parties. By providing a certain 
portion of production capital, the integrator often gains considerable 
control over management decisions of the hog operation and establishes 
a captive outlet for feed and other supplies. Although the integrator may 
assume some production risk, practically all price risk is left with the 
producer. 

All feed manufacturers and suppliers interviewed offer contractual 
arrangements for financing feed and other production items. Most of 
these contracts are informal agreements under which the farmer is ex
tended credit for purchased inputs. The contracts usually specify the 
brand and type of input to be used, feeding program to be followed, and 
conditions of repayment. But little direct supervisory control over the hog 
operation is included. 

Feed manufacturers generally agreed that contracts are used pri
marily to meet competition. Some dealers maintained that many feeders 
prefer such financing because it provides a convenient and prearranged 
credit source. Sales and service contracts are essentially another means 
of differentiating a commercial feed for feed manufacturers and dealers. 

A survey of midwestern feed sales made in 1959 showed that only 
about 13 percent of the hog feed was sold on a contract basis. Of this 
amount, less than 1 percent of the sales involved risk-sharing contracts. 
( 47) Integration in hogs by feed manufacturers probably will never be as 
great as for poultry. Most of the feed fed to poultry comes from the feed 
manufacturer; the same situation does not exist with swine. Moreover, 
specialized and interstage coordination apparently are not as important 
for hogs as for poultry. Then, too, most corn-hog producers can get bank 
credit and, therefore, avoid the higher cost of contract credit. 

Future Considerations 

In the transitional period of increasing specialization in hog produc
tion, many trial and error systems for producing hogs will appear. Re
source concentration will be important in this change. The shift in "input 
mix" will make capital increasingly significant in hog production. To 
avoid some capitalization problems, potential largescale hog producers 
may want to form new corporate structures which may or may not be 
part of an existing business. 

Operational efficiencies from preparing, mixing, and distributing feed 
in one continuous unit close to the feeding point could adversely affect 
existing feed plants. On-site construction of new feed preparation facili-
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ties allows the design, location, storage, and size of the feed unit to be 
tailored to the hog operation. Certain operational difficulties may be en
countered where feed-processing equipment is located far from the farm. 
Therefore, many future largescale hog operations may develop as "new 
businesses" rather than as part of an existing feed firm. However, feed 
manufacturers will want to remain a part of these operations in order to 
establish outlets for premixes and protein concentrates. 

Many present largescale cattle feeding operators may also want to 
expand and diversify their operations by adding hog production and feed
ing, especially if technical difficulties of confined hog systems are solved. 
Addition of a hog unit would help level out labor requirements and con
tribute toward full utilization of feed manufacturing facilities and man
agerial skill. Furthermore, price risk is reduced by diversifying across 
commodity lines. Some feeding operations may attain sufficient size to 
integrate into related activities such as processing and distributing. 

But, if largescale hog operations can greatly reduce costs and im
prove the marketing position of hog producers, farmers may integrate 
horizontally and form cooperative hog farms. Cooperative feedlots are 
now used for fattening cattle. 

BACKWARD INTEGRATION BY 
PROCESSORS AND RETAILERS 

Changes In Retailing 

Numerous changes are occurring on the output procurement side of 
the market for agricultural products. The most significant change has 
been the power build-up in the retail food trade. More than two-thirds 
of the retail food business by volume is done in less than 10 percent of 
the retail stores. For example, estimates are that 15 accounts handle over 
80 percent of the volume for major meatpackers in the Chicago sales 
area. ( 36) The result is an oligopsonistic market structure giving food 
retailers increased control over delivery conditions and quality and quan
tity aspects of food products. 

Vertical integration is not new to retail outlets. They are integrated 
into many food product lines, particularly where supplies are unreliable 
ox quality and timing are critical. However, integrated activities initiated 
by chainstores are usually discontinued when a dependable supply of 
uniform quality is available in normal market channels. Retail buyers are 
turning to specification and the "offer-and-acceptance" method of pro
curing fresh meats. 

A few retail outlets have livestock feeding and meat processing facili
ties. However, Mueller and Garoian ( 41) found little vertical integration 
by chainstores in meat packing. Annual reports filed with the Packers 
and Stockyards Division, USDA, between 1959 and 1963 show that no 
hog processed in retail owned packing plants came from their own feed
ing operations. Most chains find it difficult to operate and utilize the total 
output of an efficient size packing plant. 
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A recent survey ( 46) of retail meat procurement departments 
found that virtually all were interested in developing reliable means 
of specification buying of fresh meats. Retailers generally favored use 
of federal grades. Nevertheless, they advocated a close working relation
ship between the grower, packer, and retailer in order to achieve effi
ciency in marketing and to maintain consumer satisfaction. 

Retailers constantly strive to develop procurement and merchandis· 
ing programs that individualize their stores. Consequently, they probably 
would not want a full line of consumer-ready, prepackaged fresh pork 
cuts to come to their stores directly from an established packer, particu
larly if the packer insisted upon leaving his own brand name on the 
products. ( 46) However, improved means for specification buying of 
fresh pork have made it possible for retailers to develoo their own special 
oi private label lines. A lack of meat-type pork is a limiting factor. 

Market research work on meat-type pork probably does not yet allow 
reliable merchandising decisions. Recent consumer preference studies 
( 71) do not provide conclusive evidence that consumers will pay enough 
more for meat-type pork to allow for differentiating it from the less uni
form or regular pork cuts. So, retailers are reluctant to develop a special 
line of pork products or to provide sufficient showcase space for handling 
both a premium and regular line. However, a few retailers have started 
merchandising "store branded" fresh pork products purchased to specifi
cation for trim and meatiness. 

Hetailers are not likely to integrate pork production and processing 
without some distinct economic and market advantages. At present, 

Some retailers are merchandising fresh meat-type pork products purchased to 
specification for trim and meatiness. 

Courtesy of the National Hog Farmer. 
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little incentive apparently exists to integrate or contract for private label 
brands of pork. The superior buying power of chainstores makes integra
tion unlikely. However, just the threat of integration by retailers could 
force increased quality and volume control in the industry. 

Integration By Meat Processors 

In recent years, the balance of bargaining power in the meat economy 
shifted from the processing sector toward the retail segment. For one 
thing, national processors tended to lose their differentiated status, par
ticularly on fresh meat volume. Increased integrated wholesaler-retailer 
procurement resulted in less full line national meat processing and more 
processing specialization. Most retail distributors now purchase fresh 
meat from many sources on a specification basis; consequently, consider
able decentralization exists in the meatpacking industry. The number of 
meatpackers in the United States almost tripled in the past 30 years. ( 36) 

Volume Control-It was once thought that processors would use 
contracts to achieve a coordinated flow of hogs from farm to market. 
To date, the pricing system performs this balancing role; there is little 
evidence of any contracting. A few packers may have informal agree
ments with certain producers offering premiums for the direct delivery 
of meat-type hogs, but usually there is no written agreement about price 
or delivery date. 

The packers surveyed indicated that the major incentive for con
tracting is control over the time and volume of hogs marketed in order 
to reduce processing costs. Packers face the daily problem of fitting the 
available hog supply to a plant's capacity. This problem has heightened 
in recent years by labor contracts guaranteeing a 36-hour week. 
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Figure 9. Index of U. S. hog marketings, 1947-55 and 1956-64. Source: (58). 
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While most packers indicated a problem of equating hog purchases 
to plant capacity during certain periods, none thought the problem seri
ous enough to warrant contracts. And the problem declines as marketings 
level out both seasonally and cyclically. Year-to-year changes in the num
ber of hogs marketed have been much less in the past 9 years than in the 
first 9 years following World War II (see figure 9). Increased multiple 
farrowing and specialized producing units may mean an even steadier 
flow of market hogs in the future. 

Procurement problems are not limited to timing and volume alone
there are also procurement costs. Contracts with producers are considered 
one means of reducing procurement costs. But their potential for sub
stantially reducing costs is limited. The cost of procuring hogs accounts 
for only about 4 percent of the total operating costs of buying, processing, 
and distributing fresh pork or about 10 cents per cwt. of live hog.13 

One packer stated that he had considered using contracts with pro
ducers for scheduling a hog slaughtering system. However, he decided 
against it because of bookwork, pricing, and scheduling problems. His 
plant, with a capacity of 10,000 hogs per week, would have required 
2,600 contracts-assuming each producer supplied an average of 200 hogs 
per year. 

Quality Control-Packers may eventually want to increase their con
trol over the type and quality of hogs produced. Some packers are doing 
this now in various ways. Contracts could develop if special "controlled 
quality" merchandising programs are used, particularly if such activities 
would help packers maintain brand name identification through to the 
consumer. At present, the packing industry is more volume than quality 
control oriented. 

As the percentage of meat-type hogs produced grows, efforts to 
differentiate meat-type pork products probably will increase. Lack of 
meat-type hogs and the problem of marketing low quality products have 
been limiting factors. Most packers currently sell loins from meat-type 
hogs at a premium over regular loins, but the price differential is based 
mainly on cutout value. 

Most packers interviewed saw no immediate need for contracting to 
improve quality. One packer said: "If we had a strong demand for a 
certain high quality, meat-type product and could not get an adequate 
supply of the right kind of hogs for this product through the normal mar
keting channels, we might contract to get them. Under present market 
conditions, we would have little incentive to integrate toward production 
for quality control." 

Even if packers did want contracts, hog producers might not accept 
them. Survey studies show that farmers generally are adverse to con
tracts, particularly certain advance price contracts. Farmers generally 

13 Operating costs, as used here, do not include the cost of the live hog. Procurement 
costs include only the cost of buying hogs. For a more complete treatment of meatpackers' 
costs, see ( 63) . 
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want a premium over the expected open market price before contracting. 
This feeling could greatly deter use of contracts. ( 37) 

The advent of futures trading in hogs could help correct some con
tracting problems. Hedging opportunities in live hog futures would pro
vide a basis for forward pricing contracts between producer and packer 
by transferring risk of loss to a third party. While such contracts may 
not necessarily increase prices paid to farmers, they would help stabilize 
incomes and product How. 

Price Discrimination-Packers might gain some market advantages 
by controlling part of the total supply. A packer producing some of his 
own hogs could possibly use price discrimination. Theoretically, a con
trolled portion of the supply would provide a flexible reserve to help 
smooth irregularities in purchased supplies. 

Packer-owned feeding operations are not new. According to Packers 
and Stockyards Division data, approximately 8 percent of the commercial 
fed cattle slaughter and 4 percent of the commercial sheep slaughter in 
1963 came from integrated feeding operations of meatpackers. However, 
the same report shows that only one-twentieth of 1 percent ( 44,500 
head) of the total commercial hog slaughter came from feeding opera
tions of packers. The report shows little if any direct integration in hogs 
by packers. (59) 

Vertical integration in livestock feeding by packers is probably more 
a matter of short-term inventory adjustment than price discrimination. 
Most integrated activities are in cattle and lambs. Lambs are fed pri
marily as a means of handling underfinished animals coming to market 
and of insuring future supplies of fat lambs. Cattle feedlots are main
tained to fill orders when a supply of specific cattle is not readily avail
able. Forces favoring integration in hogs do not now appear directly 
related to either condition. 

One packer said: "We have considered several schemes to insure a 
constant supply of hogs, but in each case we decided that the risk 
premium was too high. There is only a slim chance that our hogs would 
be ready in the right amount when needed, and a good chance that they 
might add to a surplus. The knowledge about future supplies has been 
about equalized." 

Packers interviewed expressed a definite preference for keeping hog 
marketing within a price-regulated market system rather than contracts 
with producers. Moreover, there is little chance for direct integration 
on the selling side; the 1920 antitrust consent decree prohibits major 
packers from integrating into meat retailing. However, use of packer
retailer meat sale and purchase contracts has been increasing. 

The present market structure for pork does not favor extensive ver
tical integration by processors. The atomistic market structure at the farm 
level virtually assures packers of getting hogs at or near the cost of pro
duction in the long run. Because of his narrow operating margin, the 
packer can hardly offer risk-sharing contracts in return for increased 
control over quality and volume. Under open market conditions, the 
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farmer bears most of the unfavorable aspects of a fluctuating market. The 
packer's ultimate goal is a favorable marketing margin rather than stable 
prices for hogs. 

ROLE OF COOPERATIVES 
Market structure changes are increasing producers' interests in im

proving their bargaining power when selling livestock. The shift in mar
ket power has become increasingly apparent in recent years as the market 
has decentralized at the farm level and concentrated at the buying 
level. About 61 percent of the market hogs are now sold direct from farm 
to slaughter. (59) 

Decentralization in hog marketing, and its effect on prices, prompted 
many producer groups to evaluate alternative methods of assembling and 
marketing hogs. Some cooperative marketing associations have new con
tract marketing programs aimed at coordinating the breeding, feeding, 
and marketing of high quality feeder pigs and market hogs. The major 
objectives of contract marketing are to: 

1. Reduce marketing costs. 

Some cooperatives are developing contract marketing programs for pooling and 
marketing meat-type hogs. 

Courtesy of the Farmers Cooperative Service 
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2. Promote stability in the supply and price of hogs. 

3. Force price competition-particularly for meat-type.hogs. 

4. Provide previously nonexistent marketing services. 

Since hogs are not subject to the same geographic and entry barriers 
characteristic of many other commodities produced under contract, 
these marketing associations concentrate on marketing efficiency and 
product andjor service differentiation. 

Producer interest in contract marketing developed from dissatisfac
tion with prices received for meat-type hogs. Early organizers felt they 
could gain by pooling hogs and marketing through tightly controlled 
associations. By contracting with members for a committed supply of 
hogs, associations can guarantee a specified volume and quality on a 
predetermined delivery schedule. This type of organization has a strong 
bargaining basis. 

In order to bargain effectively, some cooperatives have their own 
processing facilities. Others have arrangements for custom processing. 
Technological and market structure changes in the meatpacking industry 
have greatly affected forward integration into pork processing. Formerly, 
a super sales structure was needed to sell meat products. Selling by des
cription and product specification opens distant markets to relatively 
small processors. Smallscale processing plants are being built, even with 
the surplus capacity in meat processing nationally. These small compact 
plants are thriving because of efficiency. (52) 

The potential success of cooperatively operated local assembly
slaughter plants may be excellent, particularly where cooperative mem
bers agree to a rigid quality improvement program and scheduled 
slaughtering. The success of these associations may depend on whether 
the end products can be differentiated in the market. Figure 10 illustrates 
a farmer-controlled cooperative marketing association for hogs. 

Cooperatives now handle only about 15 percent of the total volume 
of livestock marketed; larger percentages are needed for effective bar
gaining. Although contract marketing accounts for only a small part of 
the total volume handled by cooperatives, contracts should play an in
creasingly important role in future hog marketing programs. However, 
changes in attitude toward contracts may be needed. A new relationship 
between producers and their cooperatives will be necessary. Strict re
quirements over production and marketing, as well as some discipline 
over member-producers, must be established if gains are to result. 

Contract marketing of hogs through cooperatives will grow only if 
members can achieve economic gains. The important unanswered ques
tions are how much more packers can pay for a known daily supply of 
meat-type hogs and how much more it will cost members to produce 
and deliver hogs meeting contract specifications. Although some prob
lems still must be worked out, contracts probably will become more im
portant in cooperative marketing than they are now. ( 20) 
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Figure 10. Farmer-controlled integration in hogs through cooperative produc
tion and marketing associations. 

SUPPLY AND DEMAND FOR HOGS 

Barriers To Entry 

Characteristics of the supply and demand for pork greatly affect the 
entry of new firms and vertical integration in hog production. The de
mand for pork is inelastic; the income elasticity is lower than for any 
other meat. Per capita pork consumption has been decreasing in spite of 
decreasing retail prices and increasing efforts to improve quality. After 
World War II price controls were removed, per capita consumption 
trended downward from 70 to 64 pounds between 1947-64. At the same 
time, the deflated retail price of pork declined nearly 26 cents per pound. 

Therefore, there is not an expanding market into which new firms 
may enter. Successful entry requires an almost equal displacement of 
existing firms if prices are to be maintained. Potential hog producers must 
recognize that the demand for pork relative to other meats is decreasing 
and that price elasticity for hogs at the farm level is low. For example, 
the coefficient of price flexibility for hogs is estimated to be -2.22. So a 
1-percent change in supply would bring about a 2.22-percent change in 
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the hog price. Even a small aggregate expansion in hog production could 
bring serious results. 14 

To evaluate the potential of entry or vertical integration in hog pro
duction, the supply response of existing firms must be considered. A Lake 
States agricultural adjustment study was used for predicting the supply 
response of existing hog producers. This study indicates a "kinked" out
put response curve for hogs. Using linear programming, the research 
shows that when hog prices move above $16 cwt., existing hog farms 
can profitably shift resources to hogs and expand output. The supply 
function for hogs tends to become elastic above $16 per cwt. (figure 11). 

In effect, if hog prices move above $16, present hog producers would 
likely adopt new technology and expand hog production. But implica
tions are that unless the entire cost and demand structure for pork 
changes, hogs prices are not likely to stay much above $16 in the Mid
west. Potential entrants have to face this supply-price structure. The 
potential existing capacity for producing hogs virtually assures that price 
will equal the average cost of production in the long run. 

Barriers To Exit 

The fixity of resources in agriculture presents an exit barrier to farm
ers currently producing hogs. Some producers will produce hogs as long 

14 The coefficient of price flexibility is the reciprocal of the more commonly used price 
elasticity of demand. The price elasticity for hogs at the farm level is estimated to be 
-0.45; thus, 1/-0.45 = -2.22. See (8). 
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as they can at least cover their direct or out-of-pocket variable costs be
cause of their inability to liquidate fixed assets. This situation results from 
the low salvage value of fixed capital assets and the lack of alternative 
uses for them. Hogs still provide a good market for surplus family labor 
and farm-produced feeds. In many cases, opportunity costs, rather than 
market prices, allocate production factors. 

The family farm structure in agriculture actually perpetuates the 
corn-hog complex. The difficulty of horizontal expansion in crop produc
tion compels the farmer to maintain his farm's vertical size. Land in total 
is plentiful but, on an individual farm basis, it is scarce. The land short
age on individual farms often leads to underemployment of labor. Due 
to the lack of off-farm employment opportunities, many commercial 
family farmers will accept greatly reduced margins before leaving the 
hog business. 

If all production factors were completely mobile and divisible, in
creased specialization in hogs would likely occur. Due to the "lumpiness" 
of such resources as land and labor, some significant advantages must 
accrue to highly specialized, largescale hog operations before much hog 
production moves off the commercial family farm. 

Future Market Limitations 

Pork has had severe competition from beef and poultry since World 
War II. Although hog slaughter held fairly steady at about 80 million 
head for the past .5 years ( 1960-64), prices paid to farmers decreased. 
Many small hog producers, who enter and leave the business depending 
on price, have already been eliminated. 

When considering what might be a favorable supply-price balance 
for hogs, several factors must be examined. It is difficult to estimate how 
predicted changes in the meat-type quality of pork will affect per capita 
consumption. However, most hogs marketed by 1975 probably will grade 

Table 9. Projected pork needs for 1975 

With estimated 1975 
population of 226 million:" 

Projected per capita pork consumption 
(pounds) 

Total pork needed, carcass weight, ex-
eluding lard (billion pounds) f 

Total number of hogs needed (million 
head) t 

Projected levels 
of pork production and consumption 

Low Medium High 

55 60 63 

12.4 13.6 14.7 

92 101 109 

"Estimate is based on series III data which predict a fertility level the same as for 1949 to 
1951 and includes military personnel. See ( 6.5). 

f Per capita consumption times population. 
t Total pounds of pork, carcass weight equivalent, divided by 135, average production in 

pounds of pork-carcass weight, excluding lard-for hogs slaughtered between 1950 and 
1963. See (58). 
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Figure 12. Per capita U. S. pork consumption, trend and projection, 1946-75. 

U. S. No. 1. Should these quality changes be made, pork consumption 
is likely to level off at about 60 pounds per person by 1975 (see figure 12). 

Imports and exports of pork are relatively unimportant in terms of 
total supply. Net pork imports amounted to less than one half of 1 per
cent of total U. S. pork production during 1953-62. Therefore, required 
domestic inventories of hogs for U. S. pork needs by 1975 can be closely 
determined by multiplying the estimated population times the projected 
pounds of pork consumed per person. Such estimates were made for three 
levels of per capita consumption (see table 9). 

Assuming that per capita consumption will range between 55-65 
pounds per person, between 12.4-14.7 billion pounds of pork-carcass 
weight, excluding lard-will be needed by 1975. If per capita consump
tion levels out at 60 pounds, 13.6 billion pounds of dressed pork will be 
needed. This amount is about a 25-percent increase over the 1960-64 
slaughter rate. About 101 million head of hogs would be needed to supply 
13.6 billion pounds of pork (see table 9) .15 

Even at present levels of technology, a 25-percent increase in hog 
production could be accomplished with only minor adjustments in pro
ducing facilities. Although the number of farms producing hogs is de
clining, advancing technology could reduce the number of hog farms 

15 The projected per capita pork consumption of 60 pounds for 1975 appears consistent 
with estimates made by other researchers, particularly if a growing preference for beef is 
taken into account. See ( 13), ( 30), and ( 70). 
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even faster than the past decline suggests. For example, a 27-percent in
crease in output per sow is expected by 1975. ( 13) Therefore, 600,000 
hog farms with an average of 10 sows, each sow producing two market
able litters of nine pigs each, could supply 108 million hogs annually. The 
same number of hogs could be produced by 200,000 hog farmers with 
30 sows each or by 60,000 hog farmers with 100 sows each. The 1959 
census found that about 1.3 million farmers produced and sold hogs. 

Indications are that the estimated 1975 demand for pork could easily 
be met within the existing com-hog structure. At present, there is excess 
capacity for producing hogs. Since expansion possibilities are limited in 
hogs, most hogs probably will continue to be produced on the combina
tion com-hog farms of the Midwest. 

Summary and Conclusions 

Due to technological and market structure changes, hog producers and 
agricultural leaders continue to be concerned that hog production might 
become extensively integrated by nonfarm firms. This study examines the 
effect of recent technological developments and market structure changes. 
It also discusses how these forces might influence the future structure of 
the industry. 

New technology is always a major inducement to investment and or
ganizational changes in agriculture. Capital is becoming increasingly im
portant as hog producers adopt new technology and attempt to increase 
output per unit of labor. But, apparently, the extent to which capital can 
be profitably substituted for labor in hogs is limited. 

Study results show no cost advantage for highly specialized, large
scale hog operations. Most economies of size can be achieved in com-hog 
operations of 50 sows. Based on costs developed in this study, the cost 
of producing 100 pounds of pork in a one-man equivalent, com-hog 
operation is $14.78. This amount compares to $15.44 for the highly 
specialized, largescale operation separated from com production. 

Advancing technology and intercommodity competition will virtually 
insure increased size and specialization in hog production. Narrowing 
margins per pig will eliminate many small hog producers. In addition to 
hog units getting larger, specialized feeder pig and finishing operations 
probably will develop. As technical problems of feeder pig production 
are solved, future growth in that activity will be limited to the profita
bility of separating farrowing and finishing processes. At present, the 
increased profitability of combining farrowing and finishing on the same 
farm limits incentive for separation. Intraprocess specialization will prob
ably never be as great for hogs as for poultry because of differences in 
the reproductive process. 

The greatest pressure for vertical integration comes from suppliers. 
However, high capital requirements, low investment returns, and high 
risk all limit the amount of capital flowing into hog production from non-
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farm sources. Technological progress has not resulted in any unique ad
vantages to feed manufacturers in the combined process of formulating, 
manufacturing, and feeding hogs. The corn-hog producer still has the 
advantage since most inputs are on his farm. 

Once it was felt that processors would integrate toward production 
to gain control over volume and quality; however, there is little evidence 
of such contracting. Vertical integration tends to develop for those com
modities where open markets do not coordinate effectively production 
and marketing processes. The pork industry is still more volume than 
quality oriented. Multiple farrowing helps reduce seasonal variations in 
pork supplies-the most important problem facing packers. 

There are market limitations to vertical integration in the hog in
dustry. An inelastic and declining demand for pork limits expansion and 
integrated activities by nonfarm firms. Several implications can be drawn 
from technical and market forces operating in the swine industry: 

1. Economies of size and intraprocess specialization apparently are 
not as important in hogs as in the poultry industry. 

2. Technological changes in the hog industry come slowly over time, 
allowing adjustment within the structure of the commercial family farm. 

3. The swine industry will not be under pressure to meet the antici
pated pork demand between now and 1975. Because of the "lumpiness" 
of inputs in agriculture, a surplus capacity for producing hogs probably 
will persist. 

4. Greater cost savings from the use of capital equipment and major 
changes in processing, distribution, and merchandising of pork will have 
to take place before there is extensive formal integration. 

The rate of technological and market structure changes in hog pro
duction and the adoption rate of innovations cannot be accurately pre
dicted. In the past, new technology generally resulted in reorganization 
of productive resources within the corn-hog complex. Technology is per
haps a necessary but not a sufficient condition for vertical integration. 

INSTITUTIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Some institutional considerations may greatly affect vertical integra
tion in hog production. For example, extensive integration and contract 
production by nonfarm firms could lead to serious public relations prob
lems and antagonize public opinion. Moreover, suppliers, processors, and 
retailers may fear that vertical integration in hog production could bring 
antitrust action as well as strict government regulation. 

Pressure now is being exerted for legislation prohibiting all vertical 
integration in agriculture. A recent report ( 64) to the Secretary of Agri
culture hit hard at vertical integration by nonfarm organizations. The 
reporting committee pointed out that concern is growing about farms 
being vertically integrated by giant food processors and corporations. 
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Several recommendations are given for keeping the family farm in con
trol of agricultural production. 

Agricultural leaders maintain that integration in hog production will 
be slight as long as there are good, strong, educational institutions. This 
rationale is based on the fact that if the farmer doesn't adopt efficient 
production methods, someone else will. Many educators feel that a 
progressive hog producer can have the latest production techniques with
out entering into contracts and that most good hog producers will con
tinue to have entrepreneurial independence. 

NEED FOR GREATER COORDINATION 

Some changes in hog production and marketing can be expected. 
The need for coordination will call for development and use of more con
tractual arrangements between farm and nonfarm firms. Suppliers will 
continue to offer contracts mostly as competitive sales devices. Processors 
will continue to eye marketing contracts for gaining cost and product ad
vantages. Producer groups will continue to search for marketing associa
tions to improve their bargaining power. 

Many cooperative associations have formed various horizontal and 
vertical combinations for producing and marketing high quality feeder 
pigs and market hogs. Such integrated production and marketing associa
tions will probably expand. These programs may eventually involve for
ward pricing contracts and prearranged selling of hogs. Commercial 
market agencies, processors, and suppliers may also organize coordinated 
production and marketing programs. But prospects of the hog industry 
becoming extensively integrated by nonfarm firms do not appear as im
minent as was anticipated in the 1950's. 
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Appendix: Estimated Costs and Capital 

Requirements Used in Appendix Tables 

Cost estimates were developed in this study for comparing capital re
quirements, annual costs, and returns for different levels of specialization 
in hog production. Product and factor prices used are shown in table A-l. 
Estimated capital requirements for different systems budgeted are shown 
in tables A-2, A-3, and A-4. 

Numerous problems are encountered when assembling cost data of 
this type. Technology is changing so rapidly in hog production that it is 
nearly impossible to get a representative set of cost figures that remain 
meaningful for long. Capital requirements constantly change as hog pro
ducers adjust for maximum efficiency. Because modern facilities are an 
important part of modern hog production, certain cost estimates are es
sential for a study of this type. 

Estimates used in this study are based on a careful examination of 
information assembled from contractors, commercial hog producers, sup
pliers, agricultural engineers, animal scientists, and published literature. 
Nevertheless, the costs presented are estimates and may not be entirely 
appropriate for all uses. 

PRODUCT PRICES AND FACTOR COSTS 

Product and factor prices shown in table A-1 were developed from 
prices published by the Minnesota Crop and Livestock Reporting Service. 
The net selling price of hogs was computed by multiplying the long-time 
average Minnesota corn-hog ratio times the price of corn: 15.44 x $1.05 = 
$16.20 per cwt. 

Feed costs were developed from feed utilization data fer swine 
furnished by L. E. Hanson, Department of Animal Husbandry, University 
of Minnesota. Costs are based on feed requirements for a sow producing 
two litters, or 14 marketable hogs at 210 pounds each, in a well managed 
hog operation. Sow rations include all feed consumed by the sow through 
breeding, gestation, and lactation. Starter rations are based on feed re
quirements for pigs during the first 56 days or up to 40 pounds. Finishing 
rations include all feed consumed by pigs from 40 pounds to market 
weight. A summary of feed requirements is shown in table A-l. 

Other estimated variable costs are based on recent farm management 
studies. Health costs including vaccination, medicine, spraying, and 
worming are estimated to be $1.60 per hog and $1 per feeder pig raised. 
Breeding costs are based on the net cost of keeping a good boar or about 
25 cents per pig produced. Power costs are based on fuel and electricity 
costs as observed in highly mechanized hog operations. ( 22) 
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CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS 

Building and equipment costs used are based on estimates prepared 
by R. A. Hinton ( 26); some adjustments were made as suggested by 
commercial building and equipment contractors. Building costs are 
based on a contract job using new materials. 

Investment costs and building space requirements used are for a 
modern, fully mechanized, confinement system for hog production. Esti
mates include the cost of grading and fill, partially slatted floors, auto
matic feeding and watering, ventilation, insulation, wiring, pens, etc. 

Farrowing and starting facilities provided cost $500 per sow unit. 
The farrowing unit includes an overall floor space of 67 square feet per 
sow unit. The starting or nursery unit for weaned pigs up to 40 pounds 
provides 30 square feet of floor space per litter. A new group of sows is 
assumed to farrow each month, thereby permitting pigs to be in the far
rowing and starting house an average of 56 days. 

Finishing facilities can accommodate pigs from 40 pounds to market 
weight. The cost of finishing facilities is estimated to be $40 per hog 
housed. The design provides 4 square feet of floor space per pig up to 
100 pounds and 8 square feet from 100 pounds until finished out. Total 
space requirements were calculated on the basis that one-third of the 
annual output of hogs would be in the finishing unit at one time. There
fore, each pig is allowed approximately 4 months in the finishing house. 

Sow facilities accommodate the breeding herd by lots. The cost esti
mated for these facilities-$50 per sow-includes shelters and pens, con
crete slab, and equipment for feeding and watering. 

Feed-processing equipment is semiautomatic and adequate to pre
pare and mix all rations. Commercial equipment dealers estimated the 
cost of each unit. Storage facilities are provided for a 3-month supply of 
feed. A contractor estimated costs of bringing water to buildings and 
disposing of waste materials. The miscellaneous equipment includes all 
other items essential to a well managed hog operation. Since the two 
smaller units are part of a corn-hog operation, miscellaneous equipment 
for these units are taken as a prorated share of equipment on the farm. 

Working capital requirements are computed from variable costs or 
the capital required for the power, health, breeding, and feed costs for 
6 months. Investment in the breeding herd is part of the working capital 
and is based on the approximate replacement value of sows-$40 each. 
Since labor costs are not normally considered out-of-pocket costs under 
typical farm conditions, labor is not included as working capital for the 
two small units but it is for the large unit. The interest rate on working 
capital is 6 percent. 

The annual cost of owning and using buildings and equipment is 15 
percent of the initial investment. This amount includes 7"!f percent for 
depreciation and obsolescence, 5 percent for interest on depreciated value 
or 2~~ percent of new value, 3 percent for maintenance and repairs, 1.5 
percent for taxes, and 0.5 percent for insurance. Net returns on investment 
as used in this study are calculated with the following formula: 
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R-C-D-(i·V) 
v 

Where: R =total revenue, C =operating expenses, D = deprecia
tion, i = market rate of interest on fixed assets and operating capital, 
and V = investment. This formula is used in market structure studies 
to determine the flow of capital resources into various enterprises. ( 2) 

Table A-1. Product and factor prices and feed requirements 

Item 

Labor 
Hogs: 

Feeder pigs 
Market hogs 

Interest: 
Fixed capital ... 
Operating capital 

Feed: 
Corn (on farm) 

( delivered to farm) 
Oats 
Protein ( starter ration) 

Premix 
Mineral 

(other) H • • 

Unit 

hour 

head 
cwt. 

bushel 
$1.05 

1.15 
0.70 

FEED REQUIREMENTS 

Price 

cwt. 
$ 1.88 

2.05 
2.20 
5.00 
4.25 

25.00 
3.00 

Rate 

$ 1.50 

$ 13.00 
$ 16.20 

5% 
6% 
ton 

$ 37.50 
41.05 
43.75 

100.00 
85.00 

500.00 
60.00 

(Sow and two litters, 14 pigs to market weight of 210 pounds each) 
Sows" 

2,400 pounds, 15 percent protein 
Starter ( to 40 pounds ) 

840 pounds, 18 percent protein 
Finisher ( 40 to 210 pounds) 

8,400 pounds, 13 percent protein 

" Does not include feed required for gain beyond replacement weight of gilts. It is assumed 
that any additional gain in weight would just equal the cost of putting on that weight. 

Table A-2. Estimated capital requirements for one-man equivalent hog 
operation marketing 1,500 hogs annually 

Item 

Buildings and equipment: 
Farrowing and starting ( 18 sow capacity, $500 per unit) 
Finishing facilities ( 500 pig capacity, $40 per pig housed) 
Sow facilities ( 90 sow capacity, $50 per sow) 
Feed mill and storage . 
Water and disposal system 
Miscellaneous equipment (hog enterprise share)" 

Total buildings and equipment 
Working capital 

Total capital required 

Cost 

$ 9,000 
20,000 

4,500 
5,000 
3,000 
7,000 

48,500 
21,000 

$69,500 
" Capital cost for miscellaneous equipment includes 50 percent of the investment for such 

items as tractor, truck, auger wagon, sprayer, pickup, scales, shop equipment, feed storage 
space, and improvements. Estimated total cost is $14,000. 
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Table A-3. Estimated capital requirements for an operation marketing 
10,000 hogs annually 

Item 

Buildings and equipment: 
Farrowing and starting ( 120 sow capacity, $500 per unit) ..... . 
Finishing facilities (3,000 hog capacity, $40 per pig housed) 
Sow facilities ( 600 sow capacity, $50 per sow) 
Feed mill and storage ....... . ............................................................................... . 
Other buildings" .................................................. . 
Water system (well and distribution) ......................................... . 
Disposal system and lagoon ............................. . 
Truck and box ......... . ................................................... .. 
Scales ........................................................................................... . 

Miscellaneous equipment: t 
Improvements ............................................................................................ . 
1 tractor ( chore ) .. . ........................................................................ . 
1 auger wagon ......... . ........................................................ . 
Used truck and box .............................................................................. . 
Low type trailer for hauling sows ................................................ .. 
Pickup .......................................................................................................................... . 
Loading chutes .................................................................................................... . 
Sprayer ...................................................................................................................... . 
Manure spreader .................................................................................................. . 
Shop equipment .................................................................................................. . 

Total miscellaneous equipment ................................................................. . 
Total buildings and equipment ....................................................................... . 

Working capital .......................................................................................................................... . 

Total capital required ............................................................................................... . 

Cost 

$ 60,000 
120,000 

30,000 
40,000 
10,000 

7,500 
7,500 
3,000 
2,000 

2,500 
1,500 
1,000 
1,500 

750 
1,500 

750 
500 
750 

2,500 

13,250 
293,250 
164,000 

$457,250 

" Includes such buildings as machine shed and shop, isolation building, office space, and 
dressing and lunchroom for workers. 

f Miscellaneous equipment items listed are considered the minimum necessary for a success
ful largescale hog operation as based on actual observation of several largescale units. 

Table A-4. Estimated capital requirements for a one-man equivalent 
feeder pig operation producing and selling 3,000 feeder pigs annually 

Item 

Buildings and equipment: 
Farrowing and starting ( 36 sow capacity, $500 per unit) ........ . 
Sow facilities ( 180 sow capacity, $50 per sow) .................................... .. 
Feed mill and storage ..................................................................................................... . 
Water and disposal system ...................................................................................... . 
Miscellaneous equipment" (hog enterprise share) ............................. . 

Total buildings and equipment .......................................................................... . 
Working capital ............................................................................................................................. . 

Total capital required .................................................................................................. . 

" Same as miscellaneous equipment costs given for table A-2. 
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Cost 

$18,000 
9,000 
5,000 
3,000 
7,000 

$42,000 
20,000 

$62,000 
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